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` HSTRACT
he give preliminary estimates of the effects massive \r * injections
have on the ionosphere-plasmasphere s y stem with specific emphasis on
potential communications disruptions. The effects stem from direct
Ar + precipitation into the atmosphere and from Ar + beam induced precipi-
tation of MeV radiation helt protons.	 these injections result from the
construction of Solar Power Satellites uOng earth-haled materials in
which sections of a satellite must he lifted from low earth to geosynchro-
noes orbit. The most plausible method of accomplishing this task is by
means of ion propulsion based on the relatively abundant terrestrial
atmospheric component, Ar. The proposed propulsion system wi l 1 releanc
a dense heam of %5 ke1 A& (llanel y and Guttman, 1978a). The total
amount of Ar f injected in transportin g, the components for each Solar
Power Satellite is comparable to the total ion content of the ionosphere-
plasmasphere system while the total energy injected is larger than that
of this system.	 It is suggested that such effects may he largely
eliminated by using; I"nar-haled rather than earth-h:«ed satel l ite con-
struction materials.
l
I N'TRODUC1 ION
he wish to examine the possible environmental impacts of one aspect
of Solar Power Satellite (SPS) construction involving; the lifting; of SPS
components from low earth orbit (LEO) to geosynchronous earth orbit
(GUO) using ion propulsion spacecraft powered by solar arrays. 	 In
current studies, this is the second stage of a two step process
envisioned when terrestrial materials are used in SPS construction
(Ilanely and Guttman, 1978a).
	 They first step is lifting' materials from
the earth's surface to LEO with a heavy lift launch vehicle (MLLV) which
is planned	 be an enlarged later generation of the current Space
Shuttle.	 In the second step, orbital transfer vehicles (OT1') will
inject tit x 10h kg; of %5 keV argon ions into the near earth environment
in the process of carrying the components that will comprise the
A7.500 6  kg; SPS from LEO to GEO. The use of ion propellants is necessi-
tated by the prohibitive demands of chemical propellants. 	 It is this
massive release of energetic ions in the upper ionosphere, the plasma-
sphere and the outer magnetosphere that is the subject of this paper.
This is viewed as giving; rise to significant matt made perturbations
of the earth's atmosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere.
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Vehicle and Orbit Vescri tion
The basis of our investigation is formed by recent studies of
orbital operations for SPS construction (Hanely and Guttman, 1978b) .
these studies indicate that the SPS components will he carried from LEO
to CEO by about 10 OTV's. iach OTV will consist of a solar array of
0260 1 mog,awatt ion thrusters having; an area of W cm 
2. 
This thruster
array will be attached by cables to the partiall y assembled SPS struc-
ture to he moved to CEO as shown in rigure 1. The thrusters' fuel is
argon due to its relatively high abundance (vl% of total atmosphere) and
low cost.
	
lldditic.nally, the relatively low first and hihh second ioni-
zation potentials of Ar as well as its high specific impulse and thrust
resulting; from its intermediate weight also make it a rvasonable choke
(Stahl inger. 1964). An 0TV will require %130 days for the LEO to CEO
transfer.	 'Thus, all of the OTV vehicles will he flying almost sim"Itane
ously since the desired building, rate of SPS is projected at one her
%180 days,	 the transport of the SPS materials from earth to 1 1 0 is
limited to WO days and thus a high launch frequency of the IILI.V's is
required. The total number of SPS's envisioned to suably a substantial
amount of the U.S. electrical bower requirements will require construc-
tion and trnnsport over a period of decades Maser, 1977). The transfer
orbit. from LEO to GEO will be a spiral that is most tightly wound at
lower altitudes. hence the nTV's will he spending; most of their time
near the earth where most of the deposition of the 5 keV Ar + will
occur, tending; to maximize environmental effect~ there. The ion beam
emitted by the 0TV will have a velocity spread of wn.4 1' h where V  = 150
-3-
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Ion Beam 1 ► ttami c s
The 5 ke% 11 •` bean emitted by the ion t1ropulsion thruster array of
the 0TV's is the source of the environmental effect-, we wish to discuss
here. he will first consider the time evolution of the beam following;
its injection from a given orbital position near the earth's equatorial
plane.
The thrusters' beam is directed approximatel y perpendicular to the
local magnetic field lines.
	
Its propagation characteristics have been
discussed b y a number cif authors llleikkila, 1978; Schmidt, Nov; halthammar,
19 - 31. The essential characteristics are that most of the • ions travel
at a velocity V  equal to the beam's exit velocit y from the ion thrusters
until the beam density becomes sufficiently low so that the Ar e no
longer acts collectively to maintain the polarization electric field
needed for cross-field propagation. The critical number density below
which the beam densit y n  most fall to stop propagation is
R`
n	 __-	 ,	 ill
e
 AM -
where R is the terrestrial magnetic field strength, m  is the argon ion
mass and c is the speed of light.
	 Egnation (1) is equivalent to saying;
that the magnetic field energy densit y :rust he greater than the rest
mass energy density of the beam and follows direct-1y from the heam
propagation equations ll althammar, 19'31.	 In add. t ion, equation (1)
implies that the plasma dielectric constant is near unit y .	 For outward
propagating heams the condition n h , n 
e•
 cannot he satisfied within the
plasmasphere.	 in Figure _' we tihow the beam densities and critical
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densities as functions of time from injection for injection at L=1.5
(note that LEO is at 1, ti 1.1). As can be seen from this figure n , is
always much less than n h
 and the beam is not stopped in the near-earth
plasma environment. Beam-plasma instabilities are ineffective in stop-
ping; the beam. The instability growth periods are characteristically on
rt
the order of t g ti n z 1 where n p ib the ambient bachyround plasma density
b
and t o is the argon ion gyroperiod. Since n i l w 10	 we see from
Figure 2 that n  » n  due to rapid beam spreading; and hence T  is not
mall compared to the beam's residence time in the plasmasphere. Addi-
tionally, the low conv ersion efficiency of beam energ y into plasma wave
turbulence furtner reduces the beam stopping; power due to instabilities
produced during the beam's brief transit through the y
 plasmasphere
(Palmadesso et al., 1976).
Since the Ar +
 beam is not stopped in the plasmasphere and the
residence time of the beam in the plasmasphere is only %200 sec it is
worthwhile to ash what effects the beam has on the plasmasphere and
upper ionosphere. Although the beam is not stopped and most of the beam
escapes the plasmasphere, a substantial fraction or the beam mass is
deposited in the plasmasphere. The mechanism for this derosition derives
from the fact that the polarization electric field F 1' that allows cross
field propagation is nonuniform across the beam's cross section (Crow et
al. 19781. Specifically, in the outer sheath of the beam the ions are
subject to a smaller polari,ation field and hence will tall behind the
bull, of the beam. This may be visualized as a process in which successive
1	 onion skin-like lavers are peeled off of an ex panding, beam. The lost
V-
I •
ions are then bound to the firl,l lines since then now lack the electric
field required for FxP %rocs-field movement. The char. ter ► -ti^ ►+iJth
Of this beam sheath will he the DChVe length of the heam plasma
m,,(,Vh)2
	
112	
(2)
8nnbe2' 	1
short, AV  is the beam spread in velocit y , AVb 1 0.4 V1.. To estimate the
fraction of the beam lost her unit time we regard all the ions in the
beam's N-bye sheath to he lost and tilt , characteristic rL'filling time of
the sheath to he the local Ar * gyroperiod
	
T A (1-) = T A (L=1.0) L'	 (3)
where T A (1,=1.0)=0.08 sec
This model for the loss
ease, embodies the basic
yield results correct in
is the Ar 4 gyroperiod at
process, although simplif
physics :)f ti-e beam loss
order of ►nagnitude. \ow
the varth's surt'ace.
ied for computational
process and -4hould
lot N he the line
density of the beam ohtained by integrating the heam's density over its
cross section. The fractional loss in a gyroperiod is then
f lo s s - l - (1-all1^/a 	 (4)h^'
'ti	 - 4
where a is the be:un' s r::d i us and A n/a v 111	 When the change in the
heam line density per unit time is
dN	 gip N	 (S)
d 	 a	 TA
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The beam trajectory is given by
L(t) _ (Lo ` + Vh 2 t 2 /Re 2 ) 112	 (6)
where I.o is the heam' s infecti on pos ition and R e is the radius of the
earth. We note that the effects of drifts due to gradients and . • urva-
tune in the terrestrial magnetic field (assumed dipolar) are negligible.
Since I^	 N_ 1 ` we obtain upon integration of equation (5)
I - N(t) ti 0.124	
-1 Vbtf(t)	 N	 ti	 I sin tan
	
I. RR
	
(7)
O	 I.	 U t'O
where f(t) is the fractional loss of the beam's line densit y
 at time t.
No is the initial I,eam line density at injection (t=0). We observed
from (7) that as t
	
m the asvmtotic value app roached for the fractional
beam depletion is
f (t-►«,) ,, 0.1.1
-1 (.0	 (S)
"Thus, the greatest local deposition of ,1r +
 is achieved by injection at
the Smaller I. values and is % 10
	 )n Figure z we plot the fractional
beam depletion as a function of radial distance in the earth's equator-
ial plane for a numher of different infection positions. Characteris-
tically the beam will deposit a few percent of its total mass in the
plasmasphere before leaving. Not only is greater deposition produced
by beam injection closer to earth, as imp)ied in equation (7), but since
the OTV's trajectory is a spiral, most tightly wound at lower altitudes,
the time for deposition is also greater there. The time spent between
the radial position L I and L., by the OIT is given by
0
-S-
I
-	 — -	
--	
-
t	 G,x1mt^.1,,,	 1	
- 1
	 1 
- tan -1	 I	
__	 1	 (q)
,' IR	 112
where P is the effective mower of the OTV ion thrusters C is the gravita-
tional constant Ni the mass of the earth, mtl.IX the MT mass and '. 1` -
1 '1	 +
-..........
L
2.	 In equation (9) we have also accounted for the	 time Tent in
the earth's shadow by the OTV.	 Niring times of solar eclipse the tlry
will not be operating; since it is solar Dowered. Using the trajectory
given by equation (9) and the fractional deposition rate given by equa-
tion (7), we have computed the total deposition of Ar + in the plasma-
sphere as ;k function of radial distance from earth. 	 I'he Ar + is assumed
to be uniforml y distributed between +30 0 latitudes.	 the results of this
calculation are shown in Figure J, where we see that the energetic Ar+
deposited in the plasmasphere will constitute roughly 	 1-10" of the
plasmasphere's natural cold plasma density of '00 cm-3 . 'Thi means
that the energy density of Ar + per SPS will be roughly two orders of
magnitude greater than the cold plasma background. It is this artifically
introduced plasma component which will produce environmental effects.
Since a substantial number of the ions injected by the OIA's at
orbits well within the plasmasphere propag;ite out beyond the plasmapause
into the outer magnetosphere, modifications m.iv be expected there.
Typical outer magnetosphere densities are ti 1 em
-3 
and temperatures
ti 1 keV, thus, the beaw ions will represent n substantial vilerget i s
high-Z source.	 The injection of these high	 ions into the m;+gnetot:lil
may in.-rease anoiii;ilc.us
 resistivity and hence the rate of magnetic field
-9-
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Lifetimes of Deposited Amon ions
There exist three principal loss mechanisms, for the Ar * . 'These are
(1) charge exchange with the exosl+heric h ydrogen. (2) coulomb scattering
with plasmasphere electrons and 0) p lasma instability- induced piteh
angle scattering which results in the precipitation into the atmosphere.
In the charge exchange (CF) process the Ar + is lost by conversion into a
hot neutral Ar atom. The atoms are not bound to the magnetic field
lines and depending on their initial velocity are either lost in the
atmosphere or escape from the earth. Electron coulomb scattering (ECS)
will heat the plasmasphere electrons and slow the energy degradation
rate of the Ar + . The long term result of ECS is the thermal assimila-
tion of energetic Ar + into the plasmasphere. Finally, plasma i • istabili-
ties (11 I) driven by the pitch angle anisotropy of the energetic Ar+
provide a free en ^ rgy source to generate plasma turbulence which will
cau.e the Ar + to randovil y walk in bitch ,angle and hence	 ,tially
fill in the loss cone.	 I'he initial Ar + anis^tropy is due to their
injection nearly perpendicular to the geomagnetic field. Thus, the
contents of the partially filled loss cone will he dumped into the
atmosphere at each mirroring; point reducing; the fluxes of ,1r + . Also
the Ar + will tend to assimilate into the plasmasphere background plasma
by heating the background plasma in a two stage process in which the Ar+
first generates plasma turbulence. The turhaalence is then damped by the
cold plasmasphere plasma which is heated in the process. He consider
each of these processes in greater detail.
Che charge exchange interaction involves the reaction
W 2 S) + Ar + ( ` 1) 3/2 ) 4 II + + Ar ( 1 50 )	 (10)
where neutral H is the dominant component of the terrestrial exosphere,
the collisionless uppermost layer of the atmosphere that gradually
merges into the interplanetary me6ium. We note that the position of LEO
is somewhat higher than the nominal Position of the base of the exosphere
located at %500 km. Using a model exosphere (Hartle, 1971) for the
radial variation of II, we have calculated the lifetime of Ar + as a
function of radial distance by means of the principle of detailed halance
(Mapleton, 1972) and known charge exchange cross sections (Stedeford and
Hasted, 1955). The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 5 by
the dotted line. Although the lifetime c, • is only a few days near the
exrbase at LEO (L=1.1), it rapidly increases with increasing distance
and becomes characteristically of the order of months throughout most of
the plasm.:sphere.
Electron coulomb scattering is directly proportional to the electro.1
remper,-ture to the 3/2 power • nd inversely proportional to the ambient
electron densit y (Sni*zcr, 1967; Monthomer y and 'l'idman, 1904) in the
regime where 
vthe?'Vh>wthi, 
the relationship between the Ar + velocity,
the electron tl ►ermal velocity 
vibe 
and the ion thermal velocity v
thi in
the plasmasphere. 'Thus the lifetime of Ar i determined by FCS will
depend sensitively op. — extent to which the background plasmasphere
electrons are heated. The dominant loss caused by ECS is the energy
degradation of Ar + due to the small electron to ion mass ratio. The
effects of pitch angle scattering caused by the much lighter electrons
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or plasmasphere protons are negligible. Now the ahi I i t y of the envrkrt is
Ar to Rat the plasmasphvre t • lvcf ro" % ti tt;nif 1,'ant It and thus to v%tend
their lifetimes,  limited by HS depend, on the relative energ y c ent t•nt
tit -
	the	 plasma4phrric elect ruffs
	
And	 the	 1r^ .	 In	 Figure 4 we see	 that	 the
ratio of Ar
	
densit, to clectrun MCI)
	
is n A/n t	 	 It ►
1
It ► 	 And
since	 'I'A /'I' t	OSSI O A 	uc find that	 n x T N n ` T v 
511-soo.
	 Th"% apprr; r.1 hlt'
heating	 t't	 the	 l t l A w maNphvr y A - . t runs	 tt 1 l l oc cur during the vnvrg)
%10 ►11'adatitn ► of the AA	 the level of vlasmanpOre electron heat i ng a11I
lit' l 11111 t vJ b y the effects of e 1 t't't r on heat conduction t r'.1" 4 vort 1 n)' thin
energy out of the plasmaspher •r And into till` lunospherv.	 In Figure 5 wo
show by the solid lines the FC` l ifetime l	 for modest plasmastthere
rcs
electron trllllier'atur y in r• vahvs relat ive to thonv Possible from the
energ y reservoir represented by energetic Ar	 fir %ee that until plas-
masplicrt' tempt , ralures greater than 10 A are attained, the ICS tons
pr'Ul vt , dominates t ht' CE loss I`1'ocu g s e \t• ept for alt 1 t nde g hr loo I	 '
I'hv tirnsit y model used in thesv ca
{
expon, • nt i.l I I N from 1 1 1	 cm : at LFO
Bp,md t ht' plamasphvre Isince r F;:ti
• •Pheri: plasma is hot and trnuuus,
prucrsN y ields lifetimes orders of
ct ► lat ions had dens iti es varying
to % 10 3 CHI - 3 near the plasmapause.
i "
a 'I'	 In	 ► nd the out er
 ma g net u-
i .e. , Te - I Lev, n % 11 the CE lass
e
magnitude smaller than thu • e of FCS.
The last loss I t roress we consider in that due to the plasma in a ta-
hi I it ies.	 The initially :u ► isol ropic \r' wi l 1 drive plasma turbulence by
means of the ions' exc ess free e11e1'y y unt 1 l a l imit inn flux condition 15
fiat i	 I d l Kenne I :Ills) I'et ` c hel , Wool. 	111 this situation .Ill y increase
in the PitCh an IV .11 S011`01 1 1 of Ar
f
 will te11,1 to r"crease the rate of
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scattering of the , e ions into their loss cones And hence to decrease
their flux and anisotropy levels. The rite at which W4 stead y state
situation is approached will depend on the growth periods of plasma
instabilities driven b y the Ar + excess tree ener , on the rate at which
this tea nIonev tieatter q 1r * irate' loss cones, on Kv bounce period of Ar;
between mirroring points and on the sire of the	 lo gics cone at	 a given
equatorial	 radial distance, L.	 Now the characteristic 	 growth reriod t
is ,given by (Milehailovsleii, 1974, 1401,
1 g % n 0	 \	 ( II)
nA
where I 
A 
is the Ar + gyroper i o,l which ranges from 0.1 to 6 seconds from
L = 1.1 to I,	 0.0 Ind since n A A 
C 
w 111 -1 - 10	 the typical growth
periods range from little more than a second at I.FO to at most a few
minutes within the plasmasphere. Since the saturation turbulence levels
due to the instabilities may he expected to occur within several growth
periods (Davidson, 1972), we may expect the turbulence to he wi11 estab-
lished anywhere in the plasmasphere in le • tis than about one hour after
beam passage. If we assume that the turbulenev Ieve1 is high enough
to isotropi:e the Ar * in p bounce periods T IS the Iifciime of \r 4 with
respect to plasma instabilities is
T
2(1-cos a )
0
w'he're OL	 is the loss Cone :1ngIC at a Ovell radial distance I—	 (`t
O 
varies
o
from %00' at 01.1 to only a few dvgrecs at W. A . Fhe bounce periods
1,
vary from 
th`' 
1 min at 01.1 to 
'h 
%10 min at L = 4.0(Schali and Lan^crotti,
(12)
1974).	 In deriving ey ► uttion (12) ►ve assun ►e that in p bounce periods th„
loss cone is filled which results ill 	 fractional loss of 2(1-cosa 0 ) of
the 1r +
 flux, that is the fraction of the 4n steradian^ in kelocity
space occupied by the loss cone.
	 If p<l, then we simply use r h in the
numerator of (12), for then 
ul ► is the limiting; time for loss-cane emptying.
The characteristic times r ill !n range from minutes -it L=1.1 to hours at
1.=4.0 anti so when ptil , ll,l ai l l he the limiting lifetime in the plasma-
sphere ► hen compared to t , an ►l T . , , . However title to the tendenc y to
approach the limiting flux condition, it is likel y
 that p^'1, except
for a relatively short period inanediatel y
 after beam deposition of the
Ar * . Thus the loss of Ar + by hitch angle scattering induced b y plasma
wave tUt'bnlel ►Ce g;eneratL-d b y these ions is negligible compared to the
other two loss mechanisn ►S discussed earlier. We note that the turbulence
ma y
 nonetheless be high enough to sig;nificarut ly affect other plasmasphere
plasma components.
As-
Possible EnvironmentalImpact: Communication~
From our discussion of beano propagation through the plasmasph:•re
ind the resulting deposition of energetic %r^ in substantial quantities
over distances  of several earth radii and with lifetimes  of up to a
year, we see that substantial changes may he expected in the near earth
plasma environment.
	 in this section we deal specificall y with the
effects on terrestrial communications of the enhanced precipitation of
energetic ions induced by the S {eel' Ar * beam.	 It is well known that
enhanced precipitation of energetic particles occurring during solar
flares can seriousl y
 disrupt these links (Argo and hill, 19 7M, long et
al, 1978; Prettie, 1978). Fortunately, these naturall y
 occurring disrup-
tions are of relatively short duration (% clays). however, in the
scenario which we present here, them is the potential for communications
disruptions over periods of decades as a consequence of the continuous
construction of an SPS fleet.
Dac to their initial injection almost perpendicular to the local
ambient magnetic field the deposited energetic Ar *
 possess a high level
of pitch angle anisotropy. This pitch angle anisotropy as discussed in
the earlier sections provides the tree energy which drives plasma insta-
bilities and hence plasma turbulence.	 in addition to the plasma turhu-
lence dr i t en by the energetic Ar * deposited b y the beam, short duration
turbulence is also generated by the beam itself as it propagates outward
through the plasmasphere.
	 instabilities expected in this case: include
the beam-plasma instability driven by the beam's high velocit y , drift
wave instabilities driven by the density gradient of .1r * at the beam's
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surface, and the kelvin-Ilelmholtz instability driven by the velocity
gradient near the beam's surface resulting from the nonuniformity of tl ►e
polarization electric field. Due to the beam's short residence time
(100-200 sec) in the plasm; ► sphere the effects of these plasma instabi I i
ties on the beam's attenuation will most likel y be minor as discussed
earlier. The vlasma turl,ulence will tend to both isotropize Ar as well
as the various naturall y occurring components of the plasmasnhere popu-
lation.	 In particular the radiation belt ions will he affected. 	 'These
ions, mostly protons, are characterized by high energies and fluxes.
For energies F>50.MeV, fluxes greater than 10 C111 	 are encountered
between L=1.2 and 1. = 1,R and when F > 1.0 MeV fluxes above 10 5 em	 exist
beyond L=2.0 (Hess, 1968). The Meth fluxes of high energy protons exist
prec isely i n the region of 1.`2. 0 e+here most of t he Ar + depos i t ion
occurs as shown in Iii;tire 4, Since the turbulence level will be propor-
tional to the number density of Ar f , precipitation effects ma y be
substantial in the inner radiation helt. The p rec i 1) i tat i ng protons will
have energies ill , to ti100 MeV and fence may he expected to 1 ► ;1ve effects
similar to those of solar flares. In Figure t, ae shoes a map of the
western hemisphere with the near surface 1. values projected from the
earth's equatorial plane (Stassinopololls, 1570).	 tiince precipitation is
expected between 1.=1. 1 (1,1: 0) and L^4.5 (plasmapause), most of effects
will occur over a latitude range which is roughly centered about the
continental U.S.	 In Figures 7a and 71) we show the spatial distribution
of energetic radiation pelt protons for F:>Stt Mel' and F>l.() hcV. We may
estimate the lifetime of the radiation belt protons in the plasma
-17-
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turbulence generated by the Ar * usin"' equation (121. Noting that the
bounce times are 0.S to 1 •ec for the MvV enervy protons and ta p ing the
number of bounce periods required to isotro p izv the Mel' ions as about
the same as that of the Ar * , depletion of radiation belt protons can
occur up to two orders of m ► gnitude faster than the Ar*. We may then
expect substantial fluxes of radiation belt protons to precipitate
before the Ar *
 turbulence subsides due to the Ar * population's approach
to a limiting; flux condition. As the Ar * beam propagates outward during
the (YIN's trip to GUO a continuous source of anisotropic Ar * will exist
extending; from the OTT 's orbit to the plasmapausu. 'Thus precipitation
effects will extend over the lifetime of the SPS construction (%6
mos/station).	 In addition to the p roton precipitation, Ar * precipita-
tion due to plasma turbulence may he expected an well as the ionization
effects due to precipitating %5 het' argon neaatral atoms resulting from
charge exchange. Also direct precipitation will occur at orbits near
LEO due to the ion beam velocity spread. 	 the penetration depth of these
energetic ions will range from stratospheric altitudes for the more
energetic radiation belt protons to mesospheric-thermosphMe altitudes
for the energetic A& .end Ar (Maeda and Singer, 1961). We note that
even if only .01% of the beam energy is converted to plasma turbulence
(Palmadesso et a1, 19761 the expected wide hand wave amplitude charac-
terizing this turbulence will he x.105 m) which is much greater than the
natural wave amplitudes observed closely confined to the earth's magnetic
equatorial plane of L 20 my (Gurnett, 19761. 'thus a 3 order of magnitude
enhancement of plasma wave turbulence above its natural maximum level
-is-
may he possible.	 I'his is consistent with our conclusion that greatly
increased ion precipitation ma y be expected.	 I'his expectation is also
in agreement with the recent results of the cameo experiments that
involved the release of lar k;e .itiantitie s, of R, ► into the magnetos More
(private communication, .1. P. lir)pnrr) whiCh HEIN, havc t ► • iggercd auroral-
type particle precipitation. These experiments are Lnown to have pro-
duced much greater than normal r-f scintillations and signal attenuation
as determined from monitoring a GEOS-3 fuss. This scintillation and
attenuation is precisely the t ype of communication impairment expected
from the Ar` induced precipitation. 	 Ionospheric scintillation will he
produced by ionospheric electron deneit y inhomogenities due to the
spatial variation in the rrecilsitat.i.t fluxes. The results of these
processes will he similar to the conditions experienced ,luring solar
flare events with handspreading and signal fadeout (Hong et al., 1578)
occurring.
-19-
SununarZ and Vonclusions
[it the preceding sections we have described the possible consequences
of one aspect of the construction of a large fleet of Solar Power Stations.
The part of the construction process considered was the transport of
large quanti t ies of materials with total masses in the range of hundreds
of thousands of metric tens from low earth orbit to geosynchronous
orbit. This orbital transfer procedure would entA l the release of
millions of 1, i lograms of 5 Let' argon ions modifying tho near earth
;Ma gma environment and producing potentially serious effects on terres-
trial communications. The Al deposited in lifting an SPS to G1:0
will have a greater total energy content than the ionoFphere-plasmasphere
s y stem. However if these SPS craft were to be built out of lunar
materials as envisioned by some authors (O'Leary, 19781 these consequences
could he largely avoided since the energy required to transport materials
from the lunar surface to CEO is much less than hauling materials from
Lh0 to CEO. 'Thus, not only would less p ropellant he needed but it would
he deposited much farther  Crum regions where it may have a direct
effect on human terrestrial activit y . We conclude, on the basis of out-
preliminary study, that if a fleet of SPS's were to he fabricated, the use
of lunar rather than terrestrial materials would appear to minimize the
environmental impacts in addition to economic benefits derived from
transportation cost reduction. 'terrestrial materials would seem to he a
viable alternative in the construction of a less than full scale SPS
demonstration facility.
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I igure 1. Diagram of ITO to CFO orbital t ransfer.
Figure 2. lon beam den.it% n l► and stopping density. nc as a function of
equatorial radial distance L for infection of L on 1.5 earth
radii.
I moire 3. Fraction of ion beaw deposited b y a given equatorial radial
distance, L, for a number of orbital injection noints Lo.
Figure •1. Total radial density profile of .At- *
 resulting from a fleet
of 10 OIX's transporting materials for one SPS from LEO to CFO.
I igure S. Ar *
 lifetimes due to charge exchange and electron coulomb
scattering. for selected electron Onergies, as a funk:tion of
equatorial radial distance. L.
Figure ►,. lalues of I, mapped from the earth's equatorial plane to it 100
km
 altitude (after Stassinopolous, 1970).
Figure 7. Radiation belt proton fluxes for energies (a) E > 50 M6
(b) 1 - l . u MeV (after NASA S1'-S I l t•, 1975) .
Table 1. orbital Transfer Vehicle (O'TV) beam plasma parameters.
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